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- Reserve accumulation continued post GFC.
  - What has been the impact of GFC & structural changes in global economic environment on IR hoarding patterns?
  - Were some countries motivated to supplement IR with new policies post GFC?
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Swap Lines:
- How many developing countries had access to bilateral swap lines? (Brazil, Mexico, Korea, Philippines)
- Only a certain ‘type’ of countries (high reserves) were eligible for swap lines – possible endogeneity?
- Interact swap lines with IR opportunity cost to check if acting as substitutes?

ODI:
- Any evidence from literature establishing negative or positive link between ODI and IR?
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- Traditional factors-Financial exposure: Different sign for post-GFC and full sample
- During GFC: Higher opportunity cost increases IR: Why so?
- Macro-prudential policies have a positive effect on IR: Counter-intuitive; what are these policies?
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III. General

  - Instead of simply dividing into sub-periods, maybe more GFC specific such as interact with VIX etc?
- Why not formally test for structural breaks in the IR/GDP series?
- If interested in evolution of determinants, why not look at change in IR/GDP?
- Post-GFC: Too small a sample period of only 3 years (2010-12 model weak even for prediction exercise)
- What about countries without SWFs and/or swap line access?
- Renewed capital inflows in 2010: India, Malaysia, Chile & Colombia allowed currencies to appreciate while Korea & Peru increased IR; shift in Trilemma post GFC towards greater MI, less ERS?
Concluding Remarks

- Interesting and insightful analysis bringing into light some less-discussed factors that might help explain IR patterns.
- Throws light on the dynamic nature of IR accumulation.
- Important policy implication: New factors might mitigate IR hoarding going forward.
- Points towards a possible regime-switch in IR accumulation—future research might test this more formally.
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